
New NTT Images of SN 1987A 
H-a and RI W A6584 i m ~ w  of trw mBu/oskies near SN 1387A that were Wen by the NlT on December i9, $1993. H-a 

Images are an the right and N N Imriges am to the M. me upper image of m h  pair is the raw image whik the /ow& is after 
deconvolution using the Lucy-Richardson image restoration technique (ESO preprint $975). All !magas we shown with a 
logari'thmic intensity scale and they are otfented so that north Is up and easf is to the la?. The CCD pkd size In tha original 
Image is 0.129 arcsedpx. The filfer bandpasses were -7d and the wavelengths were antred to be cowcf for the redsAifi 
ofthe Supmva.  The seeing forth # 11 image was about 0.7 amsec (FWWM), and for fhe #-a image it was about 0.8 arcsec 
(FWHM), The resolution of the da~onvolved hag6 is -d2 arcsec (FWHh$ for tkf8 N I1 Image, md it is -0.3 arcsec (FWHM) 
fur the H - a  Image. In the deconvolved Itnag= tfie flux from star2 (NW of the inner loop) and star 3 (SE of the loop) hawe been 
comp~e$$ad,'nfo shgk pkels (whlfe dots) at the Iocations of the star Images. The deconvulution procedure produces s m  
"ringing" around bmht objects. In the decondvsd imagm, tfngfng caused by the inner loop and the two bright companion 
sfam has CBW breaks In the Yew falnf outer hops and distoHons in the Intens/typprofle near the inner hop. 

Note that h the raw N /I image star2 is much brlghter than shr3, buf that /n the N-a image star3 is much brighfwthan star 
2. This is because star3 1s a Be star with strong Ka emission while star2 has #-a absorption in its spectrum. The Mjddle star 
in the line o f  three skvs along the BW edge of the pictures is a close d8ubIe. The Intam& distribution of light around the inner 
loop is different in H-a from that of N 11. Also, whlle the SE portlon of the Inner loop is now fading, the btfghf portions are now 
Increasing in brightnem (MU CirWlar #5g2fl. It seems {ikdy that interactions betwem the expaffding SN envelope and 
dilutedgas within tbe innerloop are genmtIw UVphotons that are beginning to reionize the nebula. 
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